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ABSTRACT

The construction

of a fast

sulll*coincidence

ray spectrOmeter is described.
itlith the exception of the high voltage power supply the
apparatus is completely transistorized'
angular comelation

gamm¿

A method has been developed

for

removing

fictitj-ous caseadese caused by Compton interference,
in sum-coincidence spectra, by using in turn, two
small crystals (L-3/t+" diameter x 2tr) and one small
and one large erystal (3tt x 3'')'
the decay of Co60
and. then applied to the decay of Cs134 with the object
of elucidating the decay scheme.
The nrethod was tested using

-1Section l
INTRODUCT]ON

fn l-9I1, Rutherford proposed that the atom
eonsisted of a very small positively charged corerwhich
he called the nucleuse surrounded by moving electrons,
Since that time physicists have devoted much effort to learn

the detailed structure of the nucleus. To this
date several models have been proposed (for example, The
Liquid Drop Model, The Shell Modet, The Optica] Model and
The Collective Model are some of them, ) ¡ut no one model
has yet been devised which witt explain all the phenomena
related to the nucleus,
One method of studying a nueleus 1s to examine
the emissions from it. These are generally of three types;
alpha (a ) particle, beta ( P ) partlcle and gamma ( y)
radiation. Gamma rays, which are electromagnetic in nature,
are believed to come from the nucleus duríng transitions
between the various energy states in which it can existo
therefore an examination of the gamma rays emitted from
a nucleus may give some insight into the structural levels
øf tþat nucleus" The study of these nuclear levels is
called ?rNuclear Spe ctros copves
more about

o

-2a nucleus decays by alpha or beta emì-ssion,
or by any other nuclear process the daughter nucleus is
usually left in an excited state" This new nucleus may
then de-excite by several methods, one Òf the more
imporbant of which is by gamma ray emissÍon. lf,l:en it de*
excites by gamma ray emlssion it can do so by going directly
to the ground state or by going to another excited state
and then to ground, Thus it is possible for a level to
de-excite by several different paths so that a transj-tien
between a highly excited state and the ground state may
be represented by several gamma rays of differenb energieso
The energy of each of these ganma rays is equal to the
di-fference in energy between the two levels involved.
It ts the iob of the nucl-ear spectroscopist to
ldhen

examine these gAmma rays and by means

of energy considergtions'

spin consideration and relative intensitiesrdecide upon
the structure of the particular nucleus under investígationo

It is to be hoped that

when enough informati-on has been

gathered about the many rad.ioacti-ve nuclei, a suitable
nuclear theory may be developed which can explain all the

related to the nucleus.
Spectroscopic Ínvestigations of the nucleus
began as early as L?LL and for the next thirty years
physicists devoted themselves to the laborious task of

phenomena

-3gathering data. When isotopes were produced artifÍcially
the field of nuclear spectroscopy grel¡I rapidly" During
theItfortiestra tremendous effort was put into the development
of better instruments and techniques in order that data

of higher quality might be obtainedo
Iltlith the advent of the scintillation counter
about Lgl+frnuclear spectroscopy was given one of its most
powerful tools - the scintillation spectrometero

lh
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A complet.e description of the scintillation
spectrometer can be found Ín the literature (Roulston L952,
Bell 1955)\-" It ls not intended that the following description

of a scintillation spectrometer be a thorough one ' Tt is
given merely as an outli-ne of how the instrument works'
When a gamma ray passes through matter it }oses
some or al-l ef its energye If the gamma ray passes through
certain crystals (for example NaI(T1) ) then a light pulse
is given off whieh is proportional to the energy deposited'
This light pulse is deteeted and eonverted inte an
electrieal pulse by means of a photomd-tiplier' These
pulses are then fed into a linear amplifier to produce
pulses of usable size (up to 10v for transistorized
equipment and 100v for tube equipmen$, The pulses are then
fed into an analyser which is capable of determining the
pulse amplitud,e dístribution or the Î?selntillation spectrumrl
øf the gaTnma rays detected.
The scintillaËion spectrum of a ge'mma ray seuree
contains distinctive features eorresponding with the
different interacttons between the radiation and the
crystal materiaL, These features can generally be
ident,ified and permlt measurement of gamma ray intensities
and energi-es,

r

in a spectrum are the Compton
distributione corresponding to Conipton interactions, the
The maÍn features

photo-electric itpeakr? which corresponds
with photo-electric interactÍ.ons, and the pair production
otpeaktt which corresponds with the production of a positron:
electron pair. fn the pair production process J. 022 Mev
of energy is required to create the pair resulting in a
peak corresponding with energy absorptlon by the crystal
equal to E - L,O22 Mev. Tilhen the posi-tron annihilates
.| t^rn Ã'l 1 If
vyyv /LL *w
^,, 6ä.rïìlnâ rays are emitted resulting in further
peaks in the spectrum at (E 511)Mev and E corresponding
=
to the absorption of one or both annihilation quanta in
the crystal,
Other processes also occur with corresponding
features in the spectrum, These incl-ude peaks at f1l Kev
and 1.022 Mev corcesponding to the capture of one or both
annihilation gamma rays if the source is a posi-tron
emitter; a peak at E(t -r- Æ¡rî)-1 M"r, correspond.ing to the
energy of gamma rays back seattered from the materials
surnounding the source; escape peaks åt, (n - n6¡ and
(E -. EL) provided the energy E is close to E6 and E¡,
the binding energy of K and L electrons in the scintillator;
a peak, coruesponding to the x-ray emitted by the daughter
nucleus (usuatly only the K x-ray). i,rlhile these effects
are generally small their etistence should be recognised
for the accurate interpretatlon of spectra"
Gaussian shaped

of a weak intensity, low energy
gamna ray can become completely obscured by the Compton
distributj-on of a stronger, higher energy gaÍma rayo For
this reasone many attempts have been made to construct a
spectrometer which v¡il-l reduee or eliminate the Compton
portion of the spectrum (Albert 1953, Roulston 1956, BelI
I95I+, L955 and Hoogenboom I95B), A summary of these
spectrometers can be found in the li-terature (Naqvi 1-96Ll ,
The photopeak
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in 1958t developed a spectrometer
which was particularly suited to measure gamma-gamroa
Hoogenboon,

coincidence spectra and

gamma-garuna

angular correlation

functions" The main features of this new spectrometer
are tire follovring:
1) The pulse dÍstrÍbutíon shows only the
lefull energyr? peak for one specific
gamma ray transition'
?l The absolute half-widths of the peaks
due to coincident ganma rays are, to a
first approximatj.on, equal- and smal]er
than the half-widths of the two
corresponding fulI energy peaks in the
singles spectrum"
3 ) The d.etection efficÉencies for coincident gamma rays are equal"

the principle that
the energy involved. in a transition from one particular
leveL to the ground state is a constant" Pulses from
two crystals are added and sent through a differential
d.iscriminator which has a Î?windowt? set so that only
those pulses from gamma rays which have been totally
The spectrometer works on

-B*
absorbed get

through, The output from.this differential
discrininator is usecL to gate a multi-channel analyser
which analyses the pulses from one of the crystals, Thus
only fulI energy peaks of the gamroa rays involved in the
cascade and a peak due to the absorption of both gamma
rays in the one crystal appear in the spectrum,
The resolutÍon of the spectrometer can
be calculated if it ís assumed. that the fuIl energ! peaks
of the two gamma rays ( Z¿ and I¡ vrith energies E¿ and
Eb ) have a Gauss j-an shape with hal-f-widths /ã and /i
and that the sum peak is also Gaussian with a half-width
l. at energy Es: Ea -l- Eb, Under these cond.itions it
can be shownì'that the half-width of the peak in the sum
speetrumcorresponding to Ta is

r
'sa,
|I- *2
urnere

1'n

t
t1 ,
.- l-l.'
| A2 ,- lå2.
= ,aZ
Inspecting thls formula it can be seen that
the peak in the sum spectrum is narrower than the corr€sponding peak in the single spectrum. ff the sun peak
is mad.e much narrower than 7" or l-¡ thun
l-ì l--ì
n
lar0
tùct

Naevi (1961)

t-l

-9This means that the peaks in a sum coincidence spectrum
have the same half*widths to a first approximation'
The efficiency€5¿ of detecting y a in the
sum spectrum can be expressed in terms of the full energy
efficiencies of detecting y a and y¡ in the singles spectrum'
The

efficiency€

""

is given

as

--

.
f\-t
'
:
dr
é^¿-.
|
zll¿?/F_
Lsa - é'i
ïf- -a-b
¡ -

(¡)

r-'
being used

in the experiment are
of the same sizeu since the above expression forisa
is symmetrical with respect to the indlces a and b, then
the area under the peaks in the su;n spectrum corresponding
to y, and y¡ have to be equal"
In eomparing equations (2) and (¡)it should be
noted that a compromise between good resoluti-on and good
efficienc;- has to be effected in regard to the setting of
the sum !?windowi? width" Hoogenboom has suggested that a
good compromise is to make [. of the order of the smaller
Provided the crystals

OI'l a"u
- âfld'l uo

efficiency of detection of the cross "over
where f¿¡ andé ¿þ are the halfequals ( sab : + 6iab \- ah,width and efficiency of detecting the cross-over tran*
sition in the slngles spectrum. fn order to calculate
The
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a correction
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for the contrj-bution
frorn both gamnla rays depositing their energy in-.Lhe same
crystal, ff the geometry is symmetricrthen'this correction
amounts to one half the intensity of all other peaks in
the spectrum"
In the foregoingrit has been assumed that only
fuII energy peaks give rise to peaks in the suln spectrum'
This is the case only when the sun peak corresponds to
thc hiEhest energv level in the nucl-eus, ff the strln
window is set at any inbermediate level then the coin*
cid.ent gamma rays from that level will appear in the
qnantr
¡m
hnt there ean afso be a contribution fron
pyvvv¿
s¡¡¡3vqv
Compton events of higher energy transitiorls

mr-rst

be made for background and

o
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For example, consider a scheme such as that
shown in the accompanying figure v¡ith the sum window set
a*.
J- 1^^
cLrJ
ur¿v

Errça6J corresponding to level twoo The sum

qt.1aot.r^lrm
qhnrn¡ ¡agÞq
I I rf,r¡\Jvv
vv¿-r-¿
Ðy('v vr L¿lr] r^ri
yEa.A!f,

However peaks could

n \/¡
næ tU\J
na\þ7^ennn¡li
L,UJ. J. triÞyLJIILf I¡¡ó
/I

nnrì
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also appear in the spectrum f,rom

n¡ nr¡o'nf
nc¡ u¡i'l-lr
f'r.¡m
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v4¡¡6
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that there ,should be another level in the
scneme toorred in the figure) with a garilna ray yL
between it and the eround state.
Recently in a paper by Schriber and Hogg
(Schríber 1963), a method has been developed for cal,culating the amount of Compton interference in the spectrun
and subtracting it" ft is the object of this thesis
to construct a sum coincidence spectrometer and to
develop an experimental method of eliminating, or
impression
ì

/r

.,

llnmntnrr'íntarfg¡ence,
redt:cinp' the
vva¡¡l/vv¡:
4¡rvvr
vr¡v
¡ 9uuv¿¡¿b
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årsrf@
of angular correl-ations of successive
gaûnna rays in a cascade began in f940" The first theory
The study

on d.irectional correlations was proposed by Hamilton

in that year and for the nert few years
many people tried to obtain results which would agree
with'this theory. They were however unsuccessful, and
even the attempts of Goertzel (GoertzeL L9l+6) in a
theoreti
eel yø.H(ia
.,"o"" V¡l
ur¡ç influenee of
on the
effects vrof the
Ulrç \t¿rsuua
vrrrJvJ (tu¿uq!
extra nuclear fÍelds on the directional correlation could
not bring these results into line" The first successful
pr¡narimpnt.s on directional correlation were performed
by Brady and Deutsch in L9h7 (Brady I9l+7 ) using Geiger
counters, They showed that it was not the theory that
was at fault but the experi-mental techniques"
fn 19L8 Brady and Deutsch (Brady 1948) introduced
scintil-lation counters into directional correlation work"
These greatly reduced the time required.for a correlation
and since that date'the literature has contained several
tho suhieit of directional correlations"
hrrnrlred
DâÐer.q
u ôn
v¡¡
r¡u{¡vr
çs
yqt/vr
There have been many theoretical papers written on the
subject, with different degrees of sophistication
ransinE from Hamitton's treatment of the riNaive Theoryl?
(see Siegbahn L955) to treatments involving Racah
(HamÍlton 1940)

v JLì/v

¿

algebra

"
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The reader

*

is referred to the l-i-terature for

+l^^^-"
nti on ôf
e det¡i
sç vs4¿vuI ed desori
svÐt/I
L/¿ tL,^
Ulllt
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It wilf
¡

s

suffice

to give here a brief description of Hamilton?s treatment
with some comments regarding its lirnitations and subseùuent improvements,
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of emission of a gamma ray
depend.s upon the angle between the direction of the
nuclear spin axis and the direction of emj-ssion' Since
in a radioactive source the nuclei are'randonly orientated,
an isotropic distribution is observed. An anisotropic
distributi-on will be observed only from a source which
does not have randomly orientated'nuclei, This can be
dete:cted by placing the source in a magnetic field or
by measuring the distribution of gamnia rays with respect
to other ganuna rays emitted in a known direction' The
nuclei emitting gaïnma rays j-n a flxed direction have a
The directional
non isotropic spin distribution,
d.istributions of the other ganma rays from these nuclei
can be measured relative to this orientation"
Consider first of all a single ganrca ray
transition with angular momentum L between the nuclear
levels B and C with spins f5 and Ic' Let the gaûxna ray
The probability

be characterized by the quantum numbers L and M and the
Ievels by ICnU and fqps, Then the following relations
hold: þ : Ig o L
mb : nc + M where !-2: L(L+LlhZ , rr:
Each component mb--Èmc between specified

magnetic sub leveIs has a directional distribution

function fffO) where € is the angle between the gamma
ray and the z axis. fn atomj-c spectroscopy the individual
components of the line B-->C can be resolved but in
nuclear speetroscopy they cannot be. In order to calculate
the di-rectional distribution of the lÍne it is necessary
to h:ow the relative population P(m¡) of each sub level
mb and the transition probability G.(mU mc) for each
component m6*="ms. Then

.--

z-- P(m¡) G (mbmc) FL(0)
mbmc
is the directional- distribution for the unresolved Jine,
The absolute transition probaLility for a
component mb-->mc can be written as a product of a
llnuclearrr factor and a rrgeometricalet factor. ft can be
shown that the relative transition probability for a
transition from mb .-->mc is given by
t^
G(m5 m.) = (rs LmsM I¡m¡)¿
I
where the: right hand side is a Clebsch-Gordan eoefficienË,
FL(o¡rv

I\4

Iffi..

'lt

fn order to calculate the relative populations
it is necessary to lcrow how the level B was created.
Consider another level A decaying to B and then to Co If
the direction of the gamma ray emitted from level A is
taken as the Z axis the calculati-ons will be greatly
simplified and a directi-onal correlation between the two
successive ganma rays will be obtained, ff all the m¿
'r -- *^*..'r ^* rd
ây1ê
(r uênt-^1
rstetes
uq uç Ð (',¿
Llucr.-Lry
PUyLr-Ld.utr

P(m¡l^

then

ia G(m"m5) Fil

MI : ffia -i lnb. (for short-lived

(o

:

o)

where

íntermedíate ]-evel-)

This special choice of Z axis has also restricted
*l
M'r
the possible values of I*¡i
to trLl since a gamma ray
ernitted in a specific direction can camy only the angular

.-J-+
-¡Il Of *fi"

momenfDm

Thus

the directional correlation function

W

(O)

be come s
Ii\r(o)

.n ; (ï511m¡
ûbmema

t

rlramal'til(o)(ïsl2ncM2f
I s *'
- -l ro*ol2
L1 ' "

rÏltsl
tJz

this equation using second order
"dåmping theory and evaluated it for possible cascades
involving pure dipole and quadrupole gamma rayso He used
Harnilton derived

an

exp.a nsi-on

: L -'. ã2.o"2ê * a¡
"o.4Q
and gave explicit forms for a2 and a¿, These calculation-q
r/crù. hcv'revr;-. very tedious and extremely difficult to
transform to higher multipolarj-ti-es "
W(0)

-ro-

in the theory of angular
correlations came from Yang (Yang L948) and Fierz (Fierz
The next improvement

using group theory methods"

L9I+91

Yang proved some general

statements about lV(e) and Fierz calculated the expressÍons

for the angular correlation functions of gamma rays and
conversi'on electrons but coul-d nct give closed formulae"
The next improvement came from Gardner (Gardner
L9I+9) who expressed
lr\i(O)

the function tl\l(O) as

KM
: f + Ë.
A2¡ P2¡(cos o)

where P2¡(cos O)

k:1

are

Logendre Polynomials. The coefficj-ents

A2¡ vrere now in closed, form and could be calculated since
threv r^rere the oroduet of five Clebsch*Gordan coefficlents"

of Gardner r/rere restricbed to
conversion electronsrbut Racah (Racah Ig5L), Lloyd (Lloyd

The calculations

Atder (A1der L95L, L952) extended them to
cover different types of radiation, ioe,, alpha-gamma and
beta-gamma correlations as well as gamma-gamma correlations
involving different multipolarity gamma rays.
The correlation function ii\l(O) can be wrítten as
+ Aymax Pymax(cos ê)
I^I(O) :1+ !+2 P2 (cos ô) -r
Lg5O, l-95t) and

where the highest order

in the expansion is

the selection rule
Tmax: Min (2I¡, ZLL, 2L2).

determj.ned by

-1 '7-

relatively simple
since they are a product of bwo functionsreach of which
depends only on one transition of the cascade.

The cal-culation of the coefficients is

Ay: F y (Lr ru. ru)

Fy

(Lp Tc T¡)

These coefficients have been cal-culated' by Bi'edenharn and
Rose (Biedenharn ]953) and can be found in a report by
Fenenùz and Rosenzwi-eg (Ferentz f9r+)

.
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Section II
APPARATUS

Before embarking upon a rlescription of the
individual units in the apparatus ra brief descripbion

of the operation of a sum coincidence spectrometer will
be given" The apparatus describeci here (see Fig" f)
differs from that d.escr"ibed by Hoogenboom (Hoogenboom 1958)
in that it employs the fast coincidence technique in
addition to the sum coincidence.
Thegammaraysfromthesourceunderinvesti*
gation are detected by means of two scintillation counters'
The base unit (the header) of each photomultiplier contains
two circuits. One of these. a tinaing pulse shaperrproduces
a short fast rising pulse which is fed to the fast coincidence unit, the otherra slower rlsing linear pulse used

for analysis. Thus if two ganrûa rays are detected by
the detectors within the resolving time of the fast coincidence unit,a pulse is generated by this circuit' The
preamplif ier ou-tputs are fed through linear arnplifiers
with equal energy calibration. to an add.ing circuit" The
output from the adder is connected to a single channel
analyser so adjusted that only pulses of a certaín height
"

!#w,e
*#f€ffi*W%# ffiÊ^#eex& #W V"ffi# í,tWî¡,Å
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" Both the fast coincidence and the single
channel analyser outputs are fed to a slow coincidence
unit which produces a gating pulse for the multi*channel
analyser if the ínputs are coincldent" ilr/hile the gate is
open the delayerÌ pulses from one of the amplifiers are
analysed, girring a spectrum showing only those gamma
rays which are in coincidence with others and which meet
the requirements of the sum windov¡'

are

passed

Thesystemused.byHoogenboomdÍdnotincorporate
a fast colncídence unit the multi* chgnncl analyser being
gated d.irectly from the differential discriminator ou.tput'
While this all-ows the desired' gamma rays to be analysedt

the spectrum also contaj-ns a peak corresponding to the
energy, This peak arises from two causes:
'a)¡ottrofthecascadingganxnarayscouldbe
absorbed in the same crystal,, giving rise to a pulse
which would get through the sum window"
b) cosmic rays losing an amount

of

su41

energy

equal to that registered by the sum window"

Theintroductionofafastcoincidencecircuit
removes the sum peak and also significantly reduces the
number of chance coinci-d.ences " If the accid'enta1 coincidences
were not too serions with the original system then the fast
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coincidence alloi^rs tl'ie use of stronger sources thus
reol:i red for data accumulation'
r^adrrni
tinro
ulr¡¡v
v¡fV
J ('UUU!r¡6 no thp
A photograph of the source holder and detector

is shown in Fíg" 2 while Fig" 3 shows a photograph of the el-ectronic equipment. A description of the
assembly

individu¿f ¡r.nits

noui

follows:

Detectors:
The ganma rays were detected by means

of three Har-

(lval(T1)) integral line detectors" Two of these
have L?* diameter x 2\t crystals optically coupled to 211
sha,,.¿

Þ
/1 nhnJ-nm:rliinliers
tvÐe
8053 white the thirC has a
\J ñno
yIIVVV¡lIs!vry!!ur
ILo n
"J I
"
3r, x 311 crystal optically corrpled to a Ttt photomutlplier

type 8O¡1" The small crystals have a resolution of 8.3/,
and g,Of, respectively at 66L Kev and the 3tt x 3tt crystal
has a 7"5,1, resolution at the same energy" All three units
have ten stage photomultipliers. The tefastlr pulse for the
timing pulse shaper was developed across a L"7K resistor
in the toth dynode and the t?slowlî pulse across a I Meg ohm

resistor in the Jth
positive

d;rnocle

" Both pulses are therefore

"

llr.e@¿l
ThehighvoltagepouieÏ'supplyisessential}y
a Hamner u"nÍt with certain modlfications made to improve
the stability" All resistors are now either wire wound

HWWe*e
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or I/, stabalized carbon in order to reduce the effect
of temperature variations" The stability l¡Ias checked
against a temperature stable Zener reference diOde
and was found to be better than I part in L0,000 per

day"

'-'{-"eg..e]ig:

Theheadercontainstwocircuits,aNiming
pulse shaper and a linear preamplifier (see Fig' l+ for
ni
vø4v
v4¡ rr:lli

t rii aÉ"rams ) ,
s**Ò¡

Thetimingpulseshaperisbasicallythedesign
of Birk et al (Birt< Lg63) " The tunnel diodes in the
present circuit are 5 mA, Ger¡aaniu,m t\¡pe 1N29/+1 with the
load. resistors adjusted accorCingly The ínput impedance
was adjustecL to match the photomultipliers. The output
transistor is used to invert anrl anplify the negative
pulse from the second tunnel diode" Another modífication
mad.e here is the introduction of coupling between the
inductors of the two stages" They are coupled by neans
of a fast ferrite core which produces a better transfer
of slgnal from the first tunnel d.iode to the second than
by resistive coupling alone" The circuit can be triggered
on 5

mV

pulses,

Fig" 5 shows a photograph of the rrfastll pulse
as displayed on the screen of a Tel<tronix Type 5L7
cathode Ray 0scilloscope which has an intrinsic ríse

Ftquegj
FAST TTME PULSE
TIlvlE SGALEs
AMPÏ.,ITUDE

10 nsec/cm

SCAIE: å volt/cm
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time of 7 nsec. The time base was set at l0 nsec per
cm showi-ng that the rise time of the pulse i-s within
the rise time of the oscilloseope and has an overalllength of 30 risec"
The linear preamplifier was designed in this
l-aboratory" It consists of three stages each of which

t,ransistors. The first stage
amplifies the incoming pulse . the ,second -stage inverts
it, since a positive output is req-u-ired- and the thÍrd
stage acts as an emÍtter follower The bias for the
transi-stors is developed from the curuent drawn by them
uses

fast

2N1500 PNP

and shou-ld normalllr be dependent upon counting rate "
In orrler to counteract this , extensive Llse has been made

of bias stabilizationby large negative current feedback
r,ûaking this effect negligible" Pulses correspondlng to
an energy of L")3 Mev are l0 mv high with a rise time of
"2 psecs"(See Fig" \ for circuit dÍagram)
4_npl-i-l1e_Cp-:

Amplifiers designed by

Chase and Svelto at

Brookhaven (Chase l'96fl were used

for these experiments"

Fig. 6 for circu.it diagram" ) They produce a
symmetrical double delay line differentiated pulse up to
10 volts high with an overall length of 1'8 ¡r,secs" Both
a prompt signal and one delayed by 2 p secs are avaiJ-able"
(See
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Delar¡ line clippin.g is nost commonly accornplished

rr¡ith a short -circuited delay lj-ne driven from a Source
r,,¡i th nrrtnllt i mnerìRnee eouâI to the characteristic
Yr4 vr¿

vuv}Jqv

4r¡¡yvss:¡v

ff anrplifiers are subjected
to high overload conditions,then high quality delay lines
must be used and. the termination must be carefully adjusted
So that reflections do not produce spuri-ous pulses" Chase
and Svelto perforr,l the clipping by means of a relatively
cheap helically rvlound d.elay line terminated at both ends"
Thås red.uccs the Spu-riou-S signals by more than an orcier
of magnitude " The amplifiers can stand an ínput pulse
À.00 times overload before producing a spu.rious output
ând can handle cou.nting rates of 200-000 per sec'
Tr,iith the exception of the fast coincidence unÍt
the reaaind,er of the equ.ipment constructed for this proiect
impedance

of the delay line,

was designed. by Goulding and McNaught aN Chalk River

(Goulding

its

Ip6O)" A descriptÍon of their

equiprnent and

subseql:.ent rnodÍficatíons follows"

Adder:

amplifier (Fig" 7) is capable of
adding two inputs u-p to Í l1.v each or of providing a 2
times gain in a circuit when the direct input is used"
The input transistors constitute a DC feedback amplifier
with the base of a 2N1500 acting as a virtual ground to
The adder
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The output

stage is the transistorized version of the iirlhite cathode
follower and can drive a signal of up to +6v into a L00
ohm cable¡

þt- sgssigsrpe:
The

fast coincid.ence unit

was designed by

Fraser and Tomlinson (Fraser L96"\aL Chalk River (see
Fig, I for circuit diagram) " Extensive use has been made

switching transistors " I,¡/hen used as a coincidence unit the 27K tesístors
attached to the inputs are disconnected from ¡þs +10 v
line" lühen connected, to the 3Ov line a negative pulse wíll

of fast

IN9O¿|

diodes and fast 2N1500

PNP

produce an anticoincidefi.Cêo When two pulses are coincident the third 1N90¿r stops conducting,thus producing

a

posltive pu-lse which is fed to the fast discriminator"
The discriminator is of the conmon emitter type somewhat
similar to the old Schmitt trigger circuit" The triggering
level is controlled by varying the base voltage of the
second transistor. A 2 volt output pulse is developecl and
coupled out through a fast I\]"P"I\J" emi-tter follower"
The resoLving tirne of the circuit was calculated
by two different method.s, Delays were inserted into one
t,o the Other and the COnCidenCe Coünting
inn¡t, rnrith
rosner:t
r \.ulJuvv
vv¿vr¿

¿¡r}/uv

rate wus plotted against delay as shourn in Fig" 9'
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The pulses used

for this

measurement came from the

timing pulse shaper and were produced bJ'means of a CooU
Sgurce" The F"V'l.H"iU" WaS founcl to be l¡l-,, nsec gíving a
of 22 nsec"
resolving Xime /
The resolving time lvas also calcr-rl-ated by the
chance coincid.ence method" Each photomu.ltiplier looked

at a sou.rce well shielded from the other bv l-ead and
the nu.mber of chance coincidences was noted, The resolving
time was then calculated rl-sing the relation
NCH

NI^r'
"un

: 2ZNt N2

: nrrmher Of COincidences pef

:

where

SeCa

of counts per Sec detected by counters 1 & 2e
'{ = resolving time in secs
Several trials were made giving an average value of
T: ?6nsec which compares favourably wlth the previous

N1
& N^
.La

number

o

calculati-on,

\lo attempt was made to reduce the resolving
+ ; *^

^l^ ^-{- t,€fi.ing
uJ o¿¡v¡
Lr¿¿ut, L--

the ??faStlr pUlSeS AS thiS feSOlVing

time is short enough to reduce the accidental coincldences
substaniially fron the slow unit, and yet long enough to
eorrer the J*"
iítter due to transit time Spread in the photo-

multipliers. Fig, iO shows the jÍtter in transit time
of the photomultipliers photographed on a type 5S1
TekÈronix C"R"O", which v¡as triggered by the oubput
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ôf ^?ìê timinç" ntrlso shaner while the other ilfastrl output
was fed to the Y axis input, The time base is 20 nsecs
v!

v¿¡¡r4¡¡èf,

v¿¡v

per
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The circuít accepts two +l-v inputs which, if
coÍncident for about 20 nsecs, produce a positive output
pulse (r-fO m) 2 ¡r secs wide" A +1v anticoincidence
pulse, if applied to pin 1 2 for the entire time the other
nll'l qaq âï-ê
n nni
nni flon ea t- nrpr¡ont
q¡¿ frrrf.nlli
qr v ì¿¡¿
vuvysv
uv!¡lu¿uç¿Ivç
yr ç v çr¿vp S Ðn
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hoi nr¡

generated" The size of the Ínput .pulses can be varied from
0,6v to L.5v v¡ith no effect in the output.
The circuit diagram shou¡n (FiS' 11) differs from
the original in that it has an inverter and emitter
follower after the normal output" These modifications were
necessary since the Victoreen multichannel analyser
requires a *5v pulse for gating purpos€s"
LçÆeeeJåe"gLln¿le-þ*ogs

of low level pulses coTnmon to transistorized
equipment dernands a high degree of stability in a voltage
discriminator" The necessary threshold sensitivity cannot
be achieved. by a single semi-conductor diode since the
voltage drop in such a diode, for a constant current
through it, exhibits a temperature coefficient of about
2"5 ,rN/oC, so that for a ; 10oC change the threshold
The use
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changes iry .'. 2J

mv.

Hor,reverrsince the' temperatlrre

coefficient is approxinately the sane for a giiren t]'pe
of diode by balancing one diode against another the net
temperature .coefficient does not exceed 25O p"v/oC , t
Thr:s drifts due to tenperatu.re niay be reduced by an order
of magnitude"
The diod.es used for this purpo,se must also have
an erLremely 1ow l-eakage cnrrent since leakage current is
ùemperature dependent" Lovi leakage sílicon type diodes
(1N90[) v¡ere used and the value of the bias resístor was
chosen so that the change in bias is less than r- lmv for
non
v vrr<arrglê
^Ì^^-,
a ¡ rJ-v
in temperature

"

discriminator (FiS. L2) is designed to handle
negative pulses up to -4v high" Therefore a bias from 0
to +4v is applied to pin ll. l'Ihen double delay line
pulses are applied at the input pin Uy is connected to
grou.nd since there is no need to apply a base line comThe

pensator

for such pulses"

Sì nøl a Ch¡nna'l Ans'l r¡ser:

single channel analyser consists of four
units: tvro voltage discrininators a signal generator
(strobe unit) and a slow coincicLence unit" fn a single
channel analj¡ser an ou-tput is cl.esirecl v¡hen a pulse
passes throu.gh one discrimj-nato:' lelrel but fails to pass
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thro,,rgh another" one

at a higher level" This can be

accontplished t;¡r pr-rtting

anticoincidence

.bvro

rroltage discrirnÍnators in

"

rise time of the pr,rlses considered is
not in general too fast, it is desirable to wait until
the pu-Ise is known to have passed its peak and then sample
the discrir,rinators and reset them" This sampling and
resettj-ng is achieved by means of pulses generated on the
strobe board as follows " I.l',Ihen a pr-rlse passes through the
lou¡er discrimins.tor level the ou-tput is fed to the sirob:e
inpu.t " A i-lv str"obe pu.lse and a ì'IOv reset pulse are
generatedrboth of 'çrhích are d-elayed with respect to the
input" This guarantees that the sampling of the discrimi*
nators comes after the pulse has reached its rnaximum
anplitude. See I'ig. 13 for strobe círcuit diagram'
The strob.e pu-lse is then fed to one of the
coincidence inputs of the slolv coincidence circu-it. The
ou-tput from the fast coincid.ence u-nit is fed to the other
coincldence in'put" The anticoincic]ence input receives the
As the

frnrr

o lrnner discrininatOr"

nrrrrrrrr ¿r v¡rl t,l-r
v¿:v
vuuyv-v

This pulse nust

be

possible duratíon of the
Other pulses " Tþus an or-rtput frorn tþe slow coincidence
unit me¿ns that two or nlore ganma rays were originally

longr enor-:.gh

to cover the

maxinu.m

in coincidence and their suil bras such that it

passed

throueh the lower discríminator but not throu-gh the upper"
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fn the event that the fast coincidence unit is
not desired Bn alternate input to the- sl-ow coincidence
unit is availabl-e " The ou.tput fron the lower level is
delayed suitably and then fed to the input previously fed
by the fast coincidence ot-ttPut
The discriminator bias is derreloped by means of
5K Helipots using a voltage developed across a 6V Zenet
reference diode" Fig, 1$ is a diagram showing the biasing
arrangement and the single channel analyser wi-ring"
The remainder of the electronic equípment used
thiq
rìr.)iect
was not constructed here" The mul-ti*
vJ
u¿t¿u
!fnvvt
channel analyser used was a Tullamore Transistorized
"

-È,rr

Spectrometer

STÀ.OOI{

manufactured by The Victoreen fnstrument

Company. Cleveland Ohio"
The 1ow voltage power supply used

the electronics

to

operate

was an A.E.C"L" design (ny Goulding and

It{cNaught) Mode1 No. lL5U"

)+3

Section III
RESULTS

In order to test the equipment described in the
previous section of this thesis, the decays of Na22 and
Coou were stud.ied by the sum coincidence method"
The Na22 decay by positron emission to the L27l+
KeV excited state of trle22 is followed by the emission of a
l27l+ KeV gamma ray to the ground state of Ne22. The
annihilation of the short-lived positron results in the
emission of two 511 KeV gamma rays" Therefore, if a
window is set at the 2'3O MeV levelr a sum coincidence spectrum
of these garuna rays wifl be observed (see Fig" 15)"
Peaks at 5ll KeV and L785 Kevv¡r--rc observed corresporlding
to the detection of a 51I KeV gamma ray in one crystal and
the simultaneous detection of a 5tl Kev and a L27l+ KeV
gamma ray in the other crYstal'
A^
CooO decays by g- emission to the 2.5O MeV excited
state of Ni60" This level de-excites by the emission of
a L"I7 I,[eV gamma ray follor^red Ímmed.iately by the de-excitation
of the 1"33 lvlev level_ to the ground state. Thus a sum
colncidence spectrum of Co60 with the sum window set at
2.5O MeV should show only L'L7

rays" This can be seen in

I\,ieV

Fig "16"

and I"33 MeV gamma
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It should be noted that no sum peak appears in
either spectrum since the spectra were obtained using the
fast coincidence mode of the spectrometer.which requires
one gamma ray to be detected in each crystal.
Ane

!ÌlË

le!:g.lrqfn order to check the angular correlation

!-og{:e

facilities of the sum coincidence spectrometernan angular
correlati-on was performed on Co6O"
mi60 i" an even-even nucleus. f-û is therefore
particularly we}l suited for angular correlation studies
since it has a ground state with spin ô and even parity
so the second

transition must therefore be pure"

The

first successful d.irectional:correlation on Ni60 was
performed by Brady & Deutsch (Brady L9t+7 ) who concl-uded
+L.ñ+.t-L^

uf,r(au

urry go.'urrâ*gâll1ll1â cascade occurred between Jevels with

spin 4+, 2-r and Ol"
The correlation function is determined experimentally by plotting the coincidence counting rate against
the angle between the co'.:.nters" Pri-or to the development

of sum-coincidence spectrometer the coincidence counting
rate was determined by setting single channel analysers
on each of the peaks" This gives only the correlation
between these two particular gamma rays' l,fith the sum
coincidence spectrometer the correlation between all the
gamma ray cascades from the level under investigatíon can
be determined at the same time,
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17 shows

the angular correlation
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The data We1"e fitted

curve
tO the

function

: ! + AZ P2(cos O) + Ab P& (cos 0)
The
by a method suggested. by Rose (Rose Lgfi) ,
seometri eal eorrecti-on for finite detector size was
\lf

(O)

calculated using the method gJ-ven by Feingold and Frankel
(Feingold L955),
The theoretical vafues ^of the coeffieients A2

A, for the particular geometry of thÍs experiment
(""y"ï*r size L-3/t+" .diameter x 2" i distanee between
source and. detector, I0 cms) are 0.0948 and 0.007. In
the experiment values of 0n'10& and *0"O01 were obtained"
The anisotropy is theoretically L5.3% and' tlne experímental
and

value cþtained was 16"zfo
_Re_qlo_v_el-_oJ_[t_ç-tjlåC_qg__C.ap_q_egeÉ.

It is well known that a large crystal (eg"
3tt ¡ 3it) has a larger photopeak to total detection efficiency
than a srnall one (ug. I-3/4" x ?n) (Mott 1958)' For a
gamma ray of given energy the probability of a photoelectric
interaction in a 3t? x 3tt crystal will be larger than that
in a I-3/4" x 2?1 crystal" ff two spectra were obtained of
a monoenergetic galTrma ray source,, (one with a large crystal
and the other w'ith a sma1l one) and were normalized to the
area under the photopeak, the spectrum obtained with the

/,Q

Iarge crystal would have a smaller Compton distribution
than the small crystal" Conversely if the spectra were
normalized to the area under the Compton distribution, the
photopeak intensity in the large crystal would be greater
than that in the small crystal"
Aa
Consj-der now a st.rrn spectrum of Co"" with the
sum window set at a level below 2,5O MeV. Tt is then
nossihle for the nhotoelectric events of the L'33 MeV
gamma ray to sum with the Compton events of the I"17 i\1eV
ganma rays and get through the sum i^rindohl. ft is also
n.^'q,sih'lo ¿v¿
fnr the nhotoeleetric
yvpu¿v+u

events of the 1.17

MeV

rays to sum with the Compton events of the I,)i MeV
gamma rays and get through the wj-ndow' The possibility
of Compton events of the L"33 lvieV gamma ray summing with
the Com'pton events of the L"L7 MeV garura ray also exists,
gaïruna

further complicating the spectrum"
ff one of the small crystals in the sum coj-ncidence
spectrometer is replaced by a large one, and the sum
coincidence spectrum obtained by anal-ysing the pulses frorn
+L^
ulle

'l

o-æ^ UJaørror-o'l
yÞ Ud.'L 9
-Ld,I'ËC

+Ì¡^n
fatiO
urrt
Urlçrr +he

Of the a1'eAs Undef the

differs from that in the small crystal spectrum" If
the spectra are normalized to the area under the L.33 MeV
photopeak, the peaks corresponding to the Compton interactions are reduced ir: heiglrt"'
peaks
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of this technique figure 19
The sum window has its centre at channel 85" The spectrum
shows clearly the photopeaks corresponding to the I"l-7 MeV
and J.33 MeV ganirna rays along with a broad area with two
wide peaks" The spectra have been normalized to the area
under the L"33 l.{eV photopeak" It can be seen that the
area under the ]ower energy peaks is largæ for the case of
the spectrum obtained by using two small- crystals indicating
that these peaks are due to Compton events rather than
Consider as an example

photoelectric eventso

In an unknol^In decay
,,ni
næ i-Lrln fu rrn¡
uJ ¡r
L¿Þ-L¡¡6

identification

scheme

nrr¡si¡l
diffel.ent
vwr J u vq+u s of

of

Compton

SizeS,enAbl-eS fapid

interference to be nradeo

The Deeay

The decav

this techniqueo of

1

"r,
of Cs*'*

of Csf34 into

9¿134 has been the

research (Nuclear Data Sheets).
The decay scheme suggested by the Nuclear Data Sheets is

subject of

much

""."*,

in fig. L)a" Misinterpretation of sum coincidence
spectra has resulted in the Íntroduction of unnecessary
levels into the decay scheme"
Figure 20 shor,vs a single spectrum of Csr)4
obtained with the 3t, x 3tt crystal" The top level in the
shown

lal

decav scheme has been established by several peopfe

(3g6-t Ng(uvvÐN.ÃJ'1NvÂ)
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(Trehan L96O, Girgis L959, Schriber

Lg6) from sum coincidence spectra" As this is the uppermost level in the
schemerthere can be no interference from Compton events"

results obtained by this
experiment for the L97O KeV level, The graph shows that
there are two prominent cascad.es, 803 1168 KeV and
605 L365 KeV. There is, however, also the possibility
of a 57O - 796 6O5 KeV cascade, The resolution of the
crystals wil-l not permit these gamma rays to be distinguished
from the 6OS KeV and. 803 KeV gamma rays in the other two
cascades. The fact that this cascade was present is shown
up by the unequal areas of the 803 1168 KeV, and the
605 - 1365 KeV peaks. As can be seen from the graph the
intensity of this cascade is rrnuch lower than either of the
Fig" 2l- shows the

other two.

benefit of the large crystal small- crystal
technique is demonstrated exceptionally lvell in t,he case
of the 1168 KeV level. This level de-excites by the
emissj-on of a 563 KeV gamma to the 6O5Key level" There
The

iS alSO a lOWet" intansitrr

food dir.onf.'lr¡ tO the grOUnd

state,
The

three

fast eoincidence spectrum of this level

" The 56) KeV and 605 tteV garxmâ.s coul-d.not
be resolved with the detectors used here" The other rwo
shows

peaks
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at energies of 370 Kev and 800 Kev. ltlhen the
two spectra for this level are normalized to the 605 KeV
areaeit can be seen that, in the small crystal spectrum,
the intensity of the 370 KeV peak is larger than that in
the large crystal spectrum indicating that it comes from
a compton event, This means that there is not a genuine
8OO - 370 KeV cascade, Presumably this is the 796 KeY
gamma ray from the 14OO KeV leve} summing with the
Compton of the 605 KeV leveJ, The cross over transition
was detected by rneans of the slow coincidence arrangement"
There seems to be general agreement in the
literature that a leve1 at 1/+OO KeV exibts and that it
d.e*excites by the emis.sion of a 796 Ke\T gaÍma ray to be
605 KeV level. Thls in turn de-excites by the emission of
a 605 KeV gamma ray" Figure 23 shows the results obtained
in the present work with the sum window set at 1l+00 Kev
Only two peaks appear 1n the spectrum and when the large
crystal spectrum is normalized to the small crystal spectrum
it can be seen that they are both genuine photopeaks"
The existence of a L6t+o KeV leveJ fed by a l+10
KeV beta feed of L/, intensity has also been generally agreed
upon. By examining the spectra of this level (fig" 24)
it seems possible that the level can decay by the following
cascad.es z ltTO ' 27O KeY, 1t7O - 470 KeV' 1O4O - 6O 5tCeV
and 8OO - BOO KeV However by conparing the large crystal
spectrum with the smal-l crystal Spectrum it can be seen
peaks are
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that the L37O - 2?O cascade and. the fI70 - /+70 KeV cascades
are fictitior-tso The f040 "- 600 KeV cascade however seems
ro he n lee|irimate one, The 8oo * 800 lçev transition
can be attributed to accidenta] coincidence between 800 tçeV
gamma rays getting throu-gh the lower edge of the sum window"
That this is indeed the case can be seen by comparing the
fast coinci-dence spectrum with the slow coincj-dence spectrum
in figure 25. The intensity of the 800 KeV peak is much
larger in the slow spectrum as r¡iould be expected with the
slower resolving time, Thus it appears that the 1040 60O KeV transition is the true one for this level' This agrees
with the results of Schriber and Hogg"
A weak Levef has been inserted into the scheme
at L773 KeV based on the results of sum-coincidence spectra
obtained by Trehan (Trehan Lg6O) and Girgis (Girgis L9591
and from the Z8O KeV beta feed- noted by Peacock (Peacock
Lg57) . VJork carried out independently by Segaert et al,
(Segaert Lg63) appeared to confirm these results. However
in a paper by Schriber and Hogg (Schriber L963) a niethod
was described for calculating and removing the peaks due
to Compton interference. Their results showed that the
1773 KeV level either does rro-t, exist or its relative
intensitv is less than O,2% taking the intensity of the
vv

605 KeV

level as 97,7/0, A paper by VanTriyngaarden

and
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Connor (VanTr/yngaarden L96L+) showed no beta end point
energy of 280 KeV so they omitted the LTTTevLevel from

their

scheme, ( See Fig' 19b')
ByexaminingthespectrainFig.26ob|ainedin
hw
meåns of the large crystal-small
thp
ni.csent
workvJ
YUv¿ ¡!,
yI
çJç¡¡v
t/IIç
crystal technique it is possible to eliminate the ¿100L37O KeV and. the 6OO-lt7O KeV cascades as arising from
proposed decay

Õompton interference

'

TheSOO-970t<eVcascaderhoweverrappearsto

ha ¡ senrrine one indicating that the 1773 KeV level
exist" This cascade can be accounted for without
vv

may

the necessiuy of introclucing the L773 KeV level. The
gamma
LTTO KeV level de*excites by emitting an 803 KeV

level which in turn de-excites to
the ground state with the emission of an 1168 KeV gamma
îay. In order to keep the geonretry constant for angular
correlation worko the source was surrounded by a lead
shietd (see figure 2) set at an angle of 45o with respect
to the 18Oo direction. It is therefore possible for the
1168 KeV gamma ray to be scattered from thisshield at a
small angle (2o-3oo), losing about 200 Kev in the processrand then to be d.etected as a ful1 energy (photo-electrie)
event by the detector. Thus the large crystal-small
crystal technique would fail to identify it as a compton
'
event ø
ray.

to the

1168 KeV

u+

On

the basis of the present work, although

it. is nossihle t,o åg.ree v¡ith the results obtained
¿v

¿u

ìJvu!¿v¿v

by schril¡er and vanl{yngaarden,the possibility of the
existence of a level at L773 KeV cannot be conclusively

ruled

ouNo

A more precise qu.antitative analysis of this
rtpcârr
seheme 4r
is ¿ VVq4¿ vs ,o eliminate Or subStantÍate
9W¡¿V¡¡¿9
uç9qJ

".o,ri"u¿

the existence of the L773 KeV leveJ"
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